
My name is John Allen Mollenhauer. My friends call me 
John Allen or by my initials, “JAM.” I hope you will too. 

Here’s a little background on me, so some of the Here’s a little background on me, so some of the 
insights that follow make more sense to you. I am a 
lifestyle performance expert. This new “optimal living” 
term means that I understand the primary role our 
lifestyle plays in our health and all diseases (85-95% of 
which are lifestyle-induced according to the American 
College of Lifestyle Medicine). 

A lifestyle-based performance perspective recognizes that every aspect of our 
human performance is dependent on our “way of life.” When any essential element 
of lifestyle, or skill, is suboptimal, it negatively affects our energy, health, and 
capacity to function at the level we want. Consequently, our lifestyles can impact our 
career, business, sport, or creative pursuits— our overall achievement results and 
longevity in life. I’ve learned this first-hand as a 30-year entrepreneur who has faced 
many hidden lifestyle challenges that have distracted and, at times, held me back. 
As a by-product, I’ve become an expert in the emerging field of lifestyle optimization As a by-product, I’ve become an expert in the emerging field of lifestyle optimization 
to help high-achieving people stay healthy and thrive. 

Today, I teach Performance Lifestyle. I train, coach, and support clients around the 
fundamentals of successful living that enables them to manage their energy and 
improve their performance. Why I take this approach is simple. I’ve learned that 
people wake up to accomplish and achieve things, not to be balanced and healthy. 
However, soon they learn that they need to be balanced and healthy to sustain their 
performance.

So, “healthy” is then the given, not the goal, and being “balanced” takes on a whole So, “healthy” is then the given, not the goal, and being “balanced” takes on a whole 
new meaning. 

What does it mean, and what does it take to be “balanced and healthy?” In short, What does it mean, and what does it take to be “balanced and healthy?” In short, 
when you know all of the essential “optimal” lifestyle skills in a performance lifestyle, 
you then train on knowing what to do and why as well as on how to do it and when. 
You do so at the right level, intensity, and consistency for you to get your needs met 
and experience the results you want. That’s “balance,” or should I say “living in 
balance,” and health is a natural byproduct. It requires having the whole lifestyle 
mindset and the skillset that supports you, as well as what you are up to in the world. 
Maintaining one’s sense of balance is why I have always engaged and served others Maintaining one’s sense of balance is why I have always engaged and served others 
in this context.

Covid-19 Recovered Lifestyle Coach Turns 
Virus Experience into Education
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https://johnallenjam.com/2020/03/16/with-the-world-switching-to-off-due-to-coronavirus-here-are-7-proactive-tips-within-your-control/
https://johnallenjam.com/2020/03/16/with-the-world-switching-to-off-due-to-coronavirus-here-are-7-proactive-tips-within-your-control/
https://johnallenjam.com/2020/04/06/7-proactive-tips-within-your-control-in-a-world-switching-to-off-due-to-coronavirus-part-2-post-recovering-from-covid-19/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/recovered-covid-19-lifestyle-coach-123100382.html?guccounter=1
https://niemagazine.com/resources/industry-news-wire/?rkey=20200507PH99629&filter=4695
https://naturalpractitionermag.com/resources/health-news-wire/?rkey=20200507PH99629&filter=4462
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ee-kNi19Pmk&t=16s
https://www.facebook.com/groups/covidnetwork
https://www.facebook.com/groups/covidnetwork
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“The Covid-19 virus came out of nowhere, and many people are fearful of contracting 
it because down deep, they know their immune systems are already compromised. 

For many people, their immune strength is too often suppressed by overexertion and For many people, their immune strength is too often suppressed by overexertion and 
under recuperation. Tiredness leads to exhaustion, and for some, chronic low-grade 
fatigue that then reinforces poor lifestyle decisions, and eventually, an unwillingness 
to embrace healthy, let alone performance living strategies. It can get too daunting to 
face your current condition, but now (risking sickness and death), this may be 
changing. 

Eight weeks into the COVID-19 Pandemic that put our country into a state of Eight weeks into the COVID-19 Pandemic that put our country into a state of 
emergency, the conversation is still all about the statistics of who got sick, how many 
died, and what drugs may work. It is also about how to disinfect, practice good 
hygiene, and do social distancing. And, of course, it entails updates on when the 
vaccine will come out. 

That’s all good and understandable, and I support emergency medical care (I used it That’s all good and understandable, and I support emergency medical care (I used it 
when I was sick) as well as the development of a vaccine, which will serve to dispel 
fear and help our bodies build antibodies. 

The thing is — none of the above mentioned will strengthen your immune system, 
build your health, or make you more resilient. And, people are beginning to realize 
this. 

What we all need to realize is that medical solutions (emergency medicine, What we all need to realize is that medical solutions (emergency medicine, 
notwithstanding) are often about infection prevention and sickness mediation — all 
from a disease management worldview. This worldview has its time and place. Still, it 
does not encompass what we ultimately need, which is energy and health-promotion, 
though lifestyle optimization. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/covidnetwork
https://www.facebook.com/groups/covidnetwork


So, to address this needed mindset shift, and because my focus is already on helping 
people develop performance lifestyles, my team and I have created an online course 
called The Lifestyle Boost Program. It guides participants on how to supercharge their 
immune system for strength, health, and resilience as a prominent and meaningful 
step on the way toward optimizing the way they live. 

I am most excited that this short two-week Program dials people into the very I am most excited that this short two-week Program dials people into the very 
condition that makes us all susceptible to sickness, whether they have a virus or not. 
It’s all about your energy and making sure you live in such a way that does not put 
you in a periodic or chronic state of energy depletion. Even if you “live healthy,” your 
immune system, in the face of exhaustion and fatigue, is weak — period. Learn from 
my experience. 

Today, you need to learn how to manage your energy and optimize the way you live if Today, you need to learn how to manage your energy and optimize the way you live if 
you want to be genuinely resilient. No one does it perfectly, as I have proven. 
However, all you need to do is get better at lifestyle optimization, and it will make a 
profound difference in your life. 

This message is vital to understand and implement if you want to ensure that you can This message is vital to understand and implement if you want to ensure that you can 
prevent and recover from periods of excess stress in the future. It is also essential if 
you want to live a healthy lifestyle successfully and achieve, even your most 
ambitious goals, while living in balance with vibrant health and peace of mind.  

The Lifestyle Boost Program is a two-week course that focuses on how to:

1. Eat Nutrient Rich to Take Your Immune System to a Whole New Level
2. Overcome Chronic Exhaustion and Fatigue as being “Pre-existing Conditions”
3. Embrace Tiredness to Become More Energized3. Embrace Tiredness to Become More Energized
4. Source Your Energy from the Right Places
5. Maximize Sleep, Rest, Recovery, Relaxation, Meditation, and Rejuvenation
6. Manage Your Energy Like a Pro  
7. Optimize Your Response to Life’s Stresses

When you make it your objective right now, to learn and apply all of the above in your 
life — just watch what happens. 

Most people seek an “energy boost” daily. Frankly, I developed an aversion to using Most people seek an “energy boost” daily. Frankly, I developed an aversion to using 
the word “boost” when it comes to energy because it usually implies an unhealthy 
approach to energy enhancement.
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Contact John Allen Mollenhauer at Performance Lifestyle Inc
www.johnallenjam.com
(973) 535 9750
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https://go.johnallenjam.com/16-day-lifestyle-boost-online-program
https://johnallenjam.com



